
Fittingly, 100%’s new S3 sunglasses take 
inspiration from three models that have come 
before them. They have the nose bridge and intake 
vents of the Speedcraft, the rimless lower lens of 
the S2 and the coverage of the massive Glendale. 
100% says the main benefits of this combination 
are ventilation and an unrestricted field of vision. 

The lens is scratch-resistant, hydrophobic  
and oleophobic, so repels oil, dirt and water. 
What’s more, the HiPER variant shown here boosts 
contrast so road surfaces stand out and it’s easier 
to transition from light into shade at speed. This  
will be useful, as anyone hoping to pull off glasses 
this bold had better be prepared to ride fast.

100% S3 sunglasses
£179.99, madison.co.uk

BikeBeat 
Überflieger Pro 
Disc wheels
 From €1,899 (approx £1,685), bikebeat.de

ike several of its German 
compatriots, BikeBeat is a boutique 
brand that sells a small range of 
premium carbon components, in 
this case specialising in lightweight 

wheelsets. But that’s where the similarity ends. 
While its fellow German brands use carbon 

pre-preg sheets to produce wheel rims, BikeBeat 
uses a radial braiding system similar to that of French 
framebuilder Time. This is where strands of carbon 
are braided onto a foam mandrel and injected with 
epoxy resin via a ‘Resin Transfer Moulding’ process.

BikeBeat says this is an expensive way of doing 
things, but has a number of advantages that translate 
into a better wheelset. 

‘The technique was developed by Airbus, and 
the result is that it extracts the best mechanical 
characteristics from the carbon and makes the safest 
product,’ says BikeBeat’s Philipp Kielwein. ‘We have 
patented our own process, which we developed for 
two years. The fibres aren’t cut and damaged and 
there are no overlaps, so our rims are lighter, more 
stable and more durable.’

While Cyclist can’t comment on the integrity or 
durability of BikeBeat’s wheels, Kielwein’s claims 

of light weight can certainly be verified. These 
Überflieger Pro wheels weigh 

an exceptionally 
light 1,390g, and 
are tubeless too.
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